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1.1. Introduction
This lesson introduces X-Road and explains briefly its services. After passing this lesson, you are able
to:

Describe the function of X-Road;
Explain the efficiency of X-Road and give examples about it;
Explain interoperability of X-Road;
Explain which resources can be saved by using X-Road;
Describe the security principles of X-Road, and
List services and user categories provided by the Estonian X-Road.

It takes 13-15 minutes to pass this lesson.



1.2. Function of X-Road
In Estonia, when people talk about the electronic state, they often use an expression X-Road (more
officially “data exchange layer for information systems”. What is X-Road? How to describe its
nature?

X-Road enables secure exchange of data between the information
systems based on accordingly entered agreements.

For the members, X-Road is data exchange environment that
reduces the complexity of communication between the partners
functionally as well as in terms of security (interoperability).

For the country’s IT coordinator, X-Road is a controllable
environment that enables distributed and interoperable state
information system.

X-Road is like a network of roads where data can move between the information systems.





1.3. E�ciency and interoperability of X-Road
Data service providers can use X-Road as a universal tool for organizing secure data exchange
uniformly with very many parties. 

An important keyword upon creation and management of X-Road has been interoperability. There
are several institutions who maintain their own information systems and each of them have their own
tools for it. To make the parties interoperable, it was necessary to standardise all data exchange tasks
in some manner. Two protocols had to be defined for that:

Data exchange protocol used by the information systems to communicate via X-Road - ensures
substantive interoperability on business level;

Security protocol used by components called as security server - ensures common high level of
security for data exchange.

Since X-Road leaves its members freedom to use technologies and
solutions on site at their own discretion, it is appropriate in
companies with already existing information systems and where data
exchange relationships have been created between the information
systems.

Since for X-Road, the parties must not concern themselves with
creation of secure data exchange channel and X-Road operates
interactively and directly between the members participating in data
exchange, this enables to enhance the business processes remarkably.

Removal of paper documents and movement of information by people from the process would help to
improve the data quality, reduce number of mistakes and increase efficiency of information systems.



1.4. Examples about the e�ciency of X-Road
Please see the three examples below about how introduction of X-Road may enhance data exchange.

Example 1: Checking company’s tax arrears from the Tax Board

Before X-Road After X-Road

An institution asks a certificate of absence of tax
arrears from the Tax Board and submits it to the
relevant party.

Party needing the certificate queries directly from
the Tax Board about the status of the institution’s
tax arrears.

Example 2: Efficient road safety control

Before X-Road After X-Road

The driver needs to carry the documents proving
the right to drive and conditions of the vehicle.

The driver needs to have the identity document.
Traffic patrol itself can make a query about the
vehicle to relevant information systems (register
of vehicles, motor insurance, etc).

Example 3: Data quality of digital prescription

Before X-Road After X-Road

Paper prescription involves at least three parties
who need to interpret reciprocally the free text
information of each other.

Each party inserts its information digitally. Such
information can be immediately checked and
supplemented later (ensures conformity).



1.5. Resource saving upon use of X-Road
In addition to efficient and direct data exchange between the information systems, X-Road also
enables the institutions and companies to save resources.

Software of X-Road and generally also the data services are free. The subscribers have to cover the
costs of interfacing their information system and maintaining their information system components.

Among others, cost saving is reflected in the following:

X-Road members have the same network level setting with the other members. Alternative - own
channel with each partner - would mean more complex and costly security of on-premises
network since channels of each partner should be managed separately.

X-Road member itself does not have to develop solutions for ensuring reliability and authenticity
of data. Still the issue of company’s business complexity in information technology solution
remains. Also increasing awareness of partners or training is necessary only regarding the
business content of the data services.

Use of X-Road also simplifies management of contracts since only the substantive issues of the
reciprocal data services need to be handled.

As X-Road covers the members’ directory, also management of access rights is simpler.

Although joining X-Road demands some planning of investments
and resources, it is still cheaper solution for big data volumes and
development of secure automatic data exchange network with
several parties than entering into multilateral data exchange
contracts between all institutions and development and maintaining
of separate systems.

The benefits of X-Road may not be clear when solving one particular data exchange task. Impact of
X-Road is remarkable in case of problems involving several parties, data services and high level of
automation.

Becoming member of X-Road also enables to save time.



1.6. Secure X-Road
Important benefit of X-Road is also its versatile security solution.

X-Road guarantees retention of responsibility of the data owner. No other party can influence the
decision-making capability of the data owner via X-Road, i.e. to who and on which conditions the
owner submits or issues data.

Distributed structure of X-Road ensures availability, integrity and confidentiality of the exchanged
information.

X-Road does not worsen availability; the member still has the control and responsibility. X-Road also
ensures that only the institutions or persons to who the members themselves have granted relevant
authorisation have access to relevant information. Encrypted data are exchanged directly between the
members and they are not transferred via third parties (confidentiality).

With an electronic stamp, X-Road gives the exchanged data the integrity warranty ensuring that a
party having submitted the data can be unambiguously associated with specified query. X-Road also
ensures that the participant in the data exchange cannot deny performed actions (non-repudiation).

The following figure gives an overview of the security solution of X-Road.

Security solution of X-Road



1.7. X-Road users and services

X-Road helps to create networks between different information
systems so that it is easier for a natural person to perform his or her
tasks. A natural person, whether in a role of a citizen, official or
entrepreneur, is a service consumer in the X-Road (i.e. end user). He
or she uses services by the mediation of information system of some
X-Road member. Data exchange is fast and simple also for complex
queries. 

Initially, X-Road was designed for companies and associations for performing their tasks. This was a
system of connection gates serving the public sector companies. Today, also several private
organisations are involved in X-Road. X-Road also enables more efficient and flexible operations for
the citizens through different portals and applications. 

Officials, entrepreneurs and citizens benefit from X-Road primarily via data services. Data service
means any opportunity to communicate via X-Road. 

X-Road’s services for officials increase efficiency of work of public authorities. An official uses
X-Road services in on-premises information system that already connects different information
systems. One query is enough for data processing. For example, it is possible to check the validity
of the right to drive and traffic offences based on the identity document. 

X-Road’s services for entrepreneurs give an opportunity to make certain queries allowed as a
public service, for example, transferring health insurance data to the Health Insurance Fund.

X-Road’s services for citizens enable to make queries from the state information systems and
check and, if needed, change personal information. For example, the students can sign up for a
state exam. One can also check and change own data in the Population Register.

Check the X-Road services for citizens here.

https://www.eesti.ee/eng/services


1.8. Questions
Before finishing this lesson, please answer to the following questions. 

1. Who can use X-Road for exchanging data?

A. Only the state authorities and local authorities
B. All public institutions and bigger private companies
C. Public institutions, companies as well as citizens

2. Which statements below are true? 

A. Introduction of X-Road is faster and cheaper than creating a secure data exchange channel
between the parties. 
B. X-Road prescribes for the institutions which technologies they have to use for keeping up
their information systems.
C. Ability of different and specific companies to exchange data with each other in X-Road for
achieving agreed common goals is called interoperability. 

3. Which of the following characterize X-Road?

A. Has negative affect on data availability
B. Ensures confidentiality of data
C. Ensures integrity of data
D. Helps the participant in data exchange deny its activities
E. Retains the responsibility of the data owner

See the correct answers here (will open in a new tab).

https://moodle.ria.ee/mod/book/view.php?id=399&chapterid=536


1.9. Summary

X-Road organises fast, efficient and secure data exchange between
the information systems.

X-Road is designed for public authorities and private associations
for performing their tasks but it also enables flexible operations in
different portals and application for a citizen.

X-Road enables the institutions and companies to save time and
resources.

X-Road ensures availability, integrity and confidentiality of data
exchanged there. 


